Local Students Pledge
At Albion and U of M

Three hundred and seventy-five students became affiliated with 14 undergraduate social fraternities during the recent
Campus News! fall rush period at the University of Michigan.

Campus News!
for ECON-O-CHECKS (so far for $20)

Like most homemakers, you are probably too busy to spend free time running around paying bills. What you need is the convenience of a checking account for household bills. Right? Right Then ECON-O-CHECKS® are tailor-made for you. In fact, for anyone who writes only a few checks a month and wants to maintain only a moderate bank balance. Here's why:

Four for $20 (and get 100 unpunched checks)

Ask about a convenient checking account at any of NBC's 53 Detroit or suburban offices.

MOST ELIGIBLE

I am calling to say
THANK YOU
for your vote.

Motordom's New Measurement of Greatness!
The American motorist has long since adopted his own personal technique for judging the year's automotive offerings. He simply looks to the new Cadillac on to discern motordom's fullest measure of all that is new and good and wonderful.

And never before has Cadillac offered such a high standard of excellence on the world's motor car as it has for 1959.

For the new "tax of parts" has introduced a whole new concept of what an automobile can do and be... and how it should look and act.

To the eye alone, it is a revelation. Elegance, majesty, substance, pointed at a new magic and subtlety in the world of motion.

In Flowformed interiors are ablaze with advanced design. Appointments... fabrics... and leather are beautiful beyond imagination.

The 1959 Cadillac is equally inspired from behind the wheel. Its special new engine, its advanced transmission and its new ease of handling and handling a journey at its wheel's most pleasing distance between any two points.

Three Cadillac advancements have been improved in meticulous distinctive body styling including a new Eldorado Brooch. So if you contemplate the purchase of any motor car in the coming year, you owe yourself an early visit with this present of Cadillac.

Many pictures in the showroom and the highway will give you a full understanding of the new way to motor gasoline in a motor car.

The majestic new Cadillac for 1959 is now on display—inspect and drive it today!